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In the middle of historic downtown Helena lies a lovely, verdant park on a sloping hill 

with a towering, bubbling fountain at its crest. During especially hot summers, my little sister 

would fill water balloons at that fountain as a way to escape the blistering heat and spend time 

with her friends. It is a charming picture; however, it's also an ignominious and ignorant 
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attitude toward a fountain that ignores the reality of a racially-tinged monument in the capital 
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city of Montana. The fountain, erected by the Daughters of the Confederacy, honors the .fr .c,.. 1->-e 0 

racist history of the South during the Civil War, revises the particularly uncomfortable 
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parts of that history, and disregards America's most basic values in its very existence. 
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The fountain represents an era of history that has no business being honored. The 
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fountain remembered the Confederacy in a favorable way. Pam Attardo, a Helena/Lewis and 

Clark County Historic Preservation Officer doesn't see the fountain "as a symbol of hatred 

itself' (Source A), but Pam and those like her who maintain that the fountain is not a 

✓ 
hate-mongering symbol are entirely missing the point. The fountain is not inherently racist in its 

structure or form like a statue might be, but its history clearly honors America's history of 

slavery and white supremacy. The Daughters of the Confederacy openly supported the KKK and 
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white supremacist movements (Source D), and in order to spread their message, they dedicated ) I 
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pretty fountains to the Soldiers of the Confederacy-half a century after they lost their war. The 

fountain's beauty just emphasizes how positively the Daughters looked at the Confederacy 
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and its soldiers. Racism is an unfortunately prominent part of America 's hi--- ) 

be remembered and learned from, but it should never be honored. 
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Racism is an ugly part of America's past that cannot and should not be forgotten, but the 
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l.i-rh 
j ./-{- , , s fountain was a biased and limited historical resource by itself. The fountain doesn't 

' ""''' 1? commemorate a realistic view of history but provides a one-sided and offensive narrative 
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{x c Wt&'h f Lt surrounding race and slave1y in America.The Daughters of the Confederacy erected the 
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fountain in Helena in 1916 over SO years after the end of the Civil War to praise the "Lost 

Cause"-a movement specifically designed to rewrite the racist history of the Civil War to 

./ 
a "just and noble cause" (Source F). Monuments which honor Amer ica's racist history in 

order to alter it belong in museums where they can provide a more complete narrative in the 

correct context. Some would say taking down the monument erases history, but leaving it up I~ Y\o ~ 
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restores the history behind it. As Lisa Richardson from the LA Times put it, "History isn't <""'-pfwe ; 
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being erased, but it is being corrected" (Source B). The fountain's complex history isn't 

obvious from the outside; all it has are a few words painting the Confederacy in a positive light. 

When the Daughters of the Confederacy erected the fountain and dedicated it with the words "A 

Longing Tribute to Our Confederate Soldiers," they were expressly trying to support the Lost 

Cause and change the history of the Confederacy and the Civil War to a glossy, yet untrue 

narrative. Even now, there are those who believe that the Civil War was never so much about 

slavery as states' rights. The Civil War was unequivocally fought over slavery. There were other 

issues involved in the fight, like states' rights and economics-but all of the issues come back to 

slavery. Slavery and extreme racism cannot be separated from the Civil War just as the fountain 
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cannot be separated from its history. Even the article written in 1916 celebrating the 

fountain's construction acknowledged its irrevocable link to its origins- "[The fountain] 

will long keep bright the memory of the organization that donated it" (Source E) The 

problem is that wrapped in a pretty, multi-tiered package, the fountain only keeps alive the 

✓ 
Daughters' view of the Confederacy-neither a complete nor accurate one. The skewed I 1 , 
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view that many people have of the Civil War today are because of the partial success of -

revisionist histories like the Lost Cause movement. The forgetting of history is only aided by the 

fountain; leaving it up does not enhance the people's view of the Civil War, the Confederacy, or 

the many years following-it masks and biases it. 

As a community, it is necessary to denounce the fountain and what it stands for. 

Individuals in this country have relatively free speech and can believe what they wish, but the 
er\(O~'S \h&t 7 

government has no place allowing racist memorials to be displayed in public areas. Racism goes 

directly against one of the most oft-quoted parts of the U.S. Declaration ofindependence, the 

self-evident truth that "all men are created equal." Such an important part of a fundamental 

document of the U.S. needs to be observed and supported by the government. As the American 

Indian Caucus of the Montana Legislature said, discriminatory and bigoted organizations 
✓ 

"dishonor the basic principles of equality on which this nation exists" (Source D). People 

should be able to walk around town without a racist monument bubbling happily, unperturbed, 

just around the comer. Montana was not even a state during the Civil War (Source C), and yet, 

even here, the Confederates' bigoted rhetoric has permeated, trying to convince the public the 

fountain wasn't created for the express purpose of warping history, attempting to associate the 

Confederacy with positive images and heartfelt dedications, and slowly degrading the unpleasant 
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but unavoidable truths of much of the country during that era. Its original purpose rejects the 

founding ideals of the United States of America. Leaving such a monument out in the 

open-even with a plaque attempting to explain the fountain 's continued existence-betrays 

both the old and new ideals of our nation. The fountain and other memorials like it belong where 

items of the past go-a museum. The government should reject items that reject US ideals and 

not allow such relics in public areas. 

The Confederate monument in Helena was fun for my little sister-all the memories she 

had ever associated with the words "Tribute to the Confederacy" were positive. In a twisted way, 

the sisters got what they wanted from the fountain, for a while. But now, no little girl will have to 

walk past the monument and wonder why a tribute to those who enslaved her family is still 

standing. Now a complete historical narrative can be given to the fountain and its revis ionist 

history can be erased. To honor this fountain is to honor a false history, all while forgetting the 

truth and spurning the values of the United States. Taking it down was the correct choice to 

honor our nation and our history, and to restore an accurate, if uncomforta ble, view of the 

Confederacy and the Civil War. 
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In the midd of historic downtown Helena lies a lovely. verdant park t n sloping hill l1b1<. 

with a towerin, bubbling fountain at its crest. During especially hot summers, my little sister 

would fill water balloons at that fountain as a way to escape the blistering he1 · and spend time 

with her friends. It is a charming picture; however. it's also an ignominious r manticism of a 

fountain that ignores the reality of a racially-tinged monument in the capital city of Montana. 

The fountain represents an era of history that hm, no business being honored. The 
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fountain remembered the@ n tcdcracy in an-all-too-positive way. Those who maintain that the ( ~ ""' 1-c~u 
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fountain is not a hate-mongering symbol like Pam .\1tardn f{s ource A) a Helena/Lewis and l,, I- . 
Co n-M IV'"l 

\)..,-I ~w Clark County Historic Preservation Officer because she doesn't see the fountain "as a symbol of 
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hatred itselt)i re entirely missing the point. The fountain is not inherently racist in its structure 

or form like a statue might be. but its history clearly hnr,o.-s America's history of slavery and 

white supremacy. The@..igltters of the Confeclerac:- '-·reeled the fountain in Helena in 1916 over l -
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50 years after the end of the@ 1il@ r to praise the · l .ost Cause''--a movement specifically q~ 
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designed to rewrite the racist history of the civil war tn a "_just and noble cause·· (Source F). The 

@ ughters of the Confederacy openly supported tk: !<KK and racist movements like the Lost 

Cause, and in order to spread their message, they dcclicak cl pretty fountains to the Soldiers of the 

Confederacy-half a century after they lost their wHr. rile lountain was used to further the \ · 
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spread of racist ideas in America and portray 1he111 11!, faic" and honorable. Racism is an .L ~ 
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unfortunately prominent part of America's history. :rnd it needs to he remembered and learned 

from, but it should never be honmccl. 
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., Racism is an ugly part of A111erica's past th,1t ( :mnot and should not be forgotten, but just 
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f.A \,,~r as fountains aren't inherently racist neither arc they i:1he1-cntly historic. The fountain doesn't 
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commemorate a realistic view of history but provides a one-sided and offensive narrative 
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surrounding race and slavery in America. Monurnc11l', \\ hich honor America' s~ e history ~ ' rh ""' ....,, 
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belong in museums where they can provide a more cnrnpktc narrative in the correct context. \?rtci°<;e l"'"'V•Jt 

Some would say taking down the monument erases lt1.Jury. but kaving it up does something -? 

mueh worse-entirely rewriting the racist parts or i:.. 1·hc fountain's complex history isn' t 

When the daughters of the Confederacy erected th;: 1·,,L1ntr.:n and c:cdicated it with t 1e words "A 

Longing Tribute to Our Confederate Soldiers:· the) ••, ere expressly trying to ;zo ,t the Lost 

Cause and change the history of the Confedemcy ,.,,J ,h1~ Civil War to a positive narrative. Even 

now, there are those who believe that the Civil Wa, \ i ds never so much about slavery as states' 

-«.xcl .... s1vdvi rights. The Civil War was unequivocally fought ovt r :,lm cry. There were other issues involved 

Ci.½"'-+- in the fight, like states' rights and economics-bL1i r, 11 < ,r r>1c issue:; come back to slaver; Slavery 
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and extreme racism cannot be separated from the@), i !@ · _just as the fountain cannot be 

separated from its history. The skewed view t!·,at tn;111y people hmc of the Civil War today are 

✓ 
because of the partial success of revisionist histori~:; like ,he Lost Cause movement. The 

forgetting of history is only aided by the fountain: ku,,;r,::', :1 up docs not enhance the people's 

lf(l<.1~ -h--.... 1- view of the Civil War. the Confederacy. or the 111an:, i ,:ar.; lcJllmv;ng-it masks and biases it. 
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As a country , it is necessary to denounce the l~11111tai11 and what it stands for. Individuals -
in this country have relatively free speech and can hcl ic'--: \1/lrnt they wish. but the government 
------:;> 
has no place allowing racist memorials to be displw.·,:d i11 public areas. Racism goes directly 

against one of the most oft-quoted parts of the U.S. l),:~·L1,·;1tio11 ot'lndependence . the self-evident 

truth that ''all men arc created eqmO uch an im1H•rL1:1t part of ::i rundamental document of the 

U.S. needs to be observed and supported by the gcvc1 lilllcnt. People should be able to walk 

✓ 
around town without a racist monument bubnling l~:tp1:iiy. @perturbed. just around the corner. 

Monuments on government-owned land that open!~ piOllllltC racism and inequality have no place 

in a nation that is built on equality and freedom. r--.,J,inl:,r.:! ,.,as not even a state during the Civil 

✓ 
War (Source C), and yet. even here. the@Jnfeder,1k ;· biru1,..'d rhetoric has permeated, trying to 

convince the public the fountain wasn't created fo: tl11.'. c-,p:css pmpose of warping history, 

attempting to associate the confederacy with posit.\, : 11,r,gcs and heartfelt dedications, and 

slowly degrading the unpleasant but unavoidable lruti.:; ,:;1.inuch ufthc country during that era. 

Its original purpose rejects the founding ideals oftk ,_:r.,li:'tl States of America. Leaving such a 

monument out in the open-·cvcn with a plaque au111p,ir,g ,o explain the fountain's continued 

existence-betrays both the old .ind nc\v ideals oi'{d 1,ui:e;;i_ Th:: fountain and other memorials 

like it belong where items ol'thc past go-a 1m1scun,. Tl1-: ;~(ivernrncnt should reject items that 

reject US ideals and not allow such relics in publk ,l,l'~1:,. 

The® 1federate 1nonu111cnt in Helena wa~ lun rc.1· my I ittle sister-all the memories she 

had ever associated with the words •'Tribute to thL' ;_ ':, ,i'.:,;ti"acy .. were positive. In a twisted way, 

the sisters got what they .,·~rntcd from the foun(ai:1. 1:.,.- a ,•.hile. But now. 110 little girl will have to 

walk past the monument and wonder why a tributL t,.i l;ll>:.t: ,vho c11slaved her family is still 



standing. Now a complete historical narrative can !v: ! ivc11 10 the !ou11tai11 and its revisionist 

history can be erased. To hon0r this Countain is to hnt.•ir il f':ilse history. all ,vhile forgetting the 

truth and spurning the values of the United States T,• I; inf i' down was the correct choice to 

honor our nation and our history. and to restore an -cu,rnk . if uncomfortable. view of the 

Confederacy and the Civil War. 
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